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Because of that, I thought this book would be a perfect fit. The Jewelry Architect: Techniques and Projects for Mixed-media Jewelry and error,
though, is a welcomed technique, which McKinnon encourages through her inclusion of project notes, tips, and possible The Jewelry Architect:
Techniques and Projects for Mixed-media Jewelry. Still, the design is pretty and well thought out if complicated. Advanced Search Find a Library.
Your question required. Pricing policy About our prices. The peep cuff is very complicated and distractingly busy looking and to me at least
screams of the giant and clunky accessories of the early 90s. Audible Download Audiobooks. Unfortunately it did not live up to my hopes. Please
enter recipient e-mail address es. Get the book, read it carefully, and watch the DVD over and over until it is imbedded into your brain. Good
idea, good execution and a great wearable toy for the fidgety types. The title and advertising gave the The Jewelry Architect: Techniques and
Projects for Mixed-media Jewelry it would be a book relating to designing jewellery which is what I had expected, sadly that is not the case. Write
a review Rate this item: 1 2 3 4 5. Privacy Policy The Jewelry Architect: Techniques and Projects for Mixed-media Jewelry Notice Cookie list and
settings Terms and Conditions WorldCat is the world's largest library catalog, helping you find library materials online. The Jewelry Architect.
Includes 15 projects in a variety of media including beads, fiber, wire, and metal, plus step-by-step photos of all techniques, and a workshop DVD
with the author. Find a copy in the library Finding libraries that hold this item All in all, this is an all right book for a metal clay artist or seed beader
or someone who wants to learn to combine both. See all free Kindle reading apps. Buy the book, and learn to make better jewelry than you have
ever made. Again though, the toggle clasp does not match and seems carelessly added as an afterthought. About this product. And included
instructional DVD demystifies key skills and offers extra design inspiration. All Rights Reserved. Recent searches Clear All. Average Rating: 2.
Even if these are well done, I really cannot overcome that basic prejudice. Curiously, much of the volume's presentation centers on beading, a craft
she learned as a child. Many top-notch choices. Features jewelry making tips and 16 gorgeous fashion-forward projects. The lowest-priced
brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Additional details. So, if today is Tuesday,
do we opt to fashion and wear a dramatic mechanical chain, the whimsical Puck's bracelet, or the extraordinarily intricate corset-stitch cuff?
Innovative jewelry artist Kate McKinnon takes you on a creative journey of techniques and projects in The Jewelry Architect as she uses a variety
of materials and tools to create gallery-quality bracelets, necklaces and rings. Written by a librarything. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get the
book, read it carefully, and watch the DVD over and over until it is imbedded into your brain. At first look I am impressed with this page book.
Limited Quantity. How are ratings calculated? Now that is interesting, and I personally would rather see a simple chain of short versions of that
particular bead than the odd looking piece that is in the book. Linked Data More info about Linked Data. The directions on this project also are
very clear and well laid out. Thank you for signing up! Backorders will be taken but there are no guarantees they will be filled before the auto day
cancellation period as many of our vendors are completely shut down until further notice. An included instructional DVD demystifies key skills and
offers extra design inspiration. As far as seed bead works go, the Dragonflower bracelet is fascinating and well designed, but the toggle clasp does
not really match the rest of the bracelet. You'll be bursting with your own design ideas from the outset. Search WorldCat Find items in libraries
near you. In the wire section, the pearl cluster is lovely. I learned something about myself and my own The Jewelry Architect: Techniques and
Projects for Mixed-media Jewelry philosophies by reflecting on hers. Show More Show Less. Make Offer. The Victorian Button necklace may
appeal to fans of sewing notions and The French General style of work, but seems clunky and poorly designed save for the central tube and metal
clay bead. Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. The Kaleidoscope
Setting is also very pretty and well designed and a good challenge without making the constructor go completely cross eyed. Make an offer:. You
may have already requested this item. Report incorrect product information. Write a review See all reviews Write a review. Sold individually, 12
projects for inspiration. The Basic Skills section is not very impressive, and I have seen much more in depth coverage of these techniques in less
pages elsewhere. About this product Product Information Innovative jewelry artist Kate McKinnon takes you on a creative journey of techniques
and projects in The Jewelry Architect as she uses a variety of materials and tools to create gallery-quality bracelets, necklaces, and rings. Sorry,
but we can't respond to individual comments. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness.
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